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FREE PATTERN
LACE

This Pattern has been tested for accuracy, Dormani Yarns,
however, cannot accept responsibility for typographical errors or
misinterpretation of instructions.

Many fashion garments feature open work
effects - lace - ladders - release stitch etc the
following edge is a take on that idea where we
pick up floats to create an open lace look, and
has a rolled hem for added interest. If you want
a regular hem simply knit a circular hem then go
into pattern.
The pattern is a 15 stitch and 5 row repeat so
take this into consideration when planning your
garment - you may need to have more stitches
in between lace panels plus seaming stitches.
When we transfer both sets of floats to the
center of the panel we equalize the knit - if all
transfers were made in the same direction the
fabric would bias.
You may also want to continue selected lace
panels up into the garment.

Read Instructions completely before you start!

Skill Level: Basic

MATERIALS:

Yeoman SPORT

SIZES: GAUGE/TENSION:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Using WY cast on over required needles knit 10 rows. Knit 1 row ravel cord Using MY E wrap cast
on - MT -1 knit 8 rows.
Working on each block of needles in turn transfer stitch from needles 4 and 5 to needles 3 and 6
and 12 and 13 to 11 and 14 - knit 1 row.
Transfer stitches from needles 3 and 6 to 2 and 7 also needles from 11 and 14 to 10 and 15 [there
are now 4 needles in work and 4 needles out of work across the row] knit 4 rows.
Pick up the four floats and place onto needle 6 and needle 11 [bring these out to HP with carriage
set to knit] for first panel knit 1 row.
Transfer stitch on needle 6 to needle 7 and on needle 11 to needle 10. Return empty needle to
NWP Knit 4 rows and pick up the 4 floats as before.

Repeat to depth required.

On last pick up leave needles 6 and 11 in WP and knit 1 row. Now push the center needle of the 3
in NWP to WP and knit 1 row. Push remaining 2 empty needles to WP and continue garment.
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